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This rich, colorful book offers an encyclopedic review of intriguing aspects of the universe, its
characters, and its technology that the Mantis Saga takes place in. Over the course of five books
and a quarter million words, the universe grew in depth and complexity. It includes a short
history, discussion of key empires and organizations, a map of key areas, definitions, character
descriptions, and numerous images related to the Mantis. This will be a cherished companion
for any reader of the Saga and will enhance their understanding and enjoyment.Presenting a
rich and detailed world and characters, this tone can also serve as valuable reference material
and a wonderful setting for other adventures. In particular, it is a great campaign setting for any
science fiction game and is especially well suited to 2D6 Science-Fiction games, including
Cepheus Engine and the Original Classic Science-Fiction Roleplaying Game.
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IntroductionThis encyclopedia represents a consolidation of information about the universe, or
portion thereof, that the starship Mantis in. It contains information compiled from Books One
through Five of the series of books known as the Mantis Saga. Caution should be exercised if
perusing this book before reading those books as the information will reveal some plot points
therein.This book is intended as a reference for readers of the Mantis Saga and is aimed at
helping them to better understand the setting and characters in them.This book can also serve
as a campaign setting for use with any number of game systems, though it is most suited for
2D6 science fiction RPGs such as Cepheus Engine and the Original Science Fiction
Roleplaying Game (OSFRPG.)The complete Mantis Saga is available at:Additional information
and content related to the Mantis Saga can be found at:Videos related to the series can be
found at:

The Galaxy of the Mantis SagaIt is not known when intelligent life first developed in the universe.
Estimates range from one hundred million to several billion years ago. Humanity appears to be a
relative late-comer, with the earliest evidence of humans in near-present form dating back only
400,000-500,000 years. Evidence of humanity over 50,000 years old is claimed in multiple
sectors. Most scientists, therefore, believe that an ancient race, or races, likely placed ancient
man on dozens of planets, an effort known as “the dispersion” or “the seeding.” It is not known
how many of these human populations survived, but several systems claim evidence of
continuous human population for over 10,000 years. Some degree of divergent evolution
appears to have taken place within these populations with over 30 human subspecies identified
within known space. Primitive empires controlling multiple star systems have existed in our
region of space for approximately 5,000 years. These cultures waxed and waned, with various
systems exerting dominance for periods of time. What later became the Galactic Empire went
through several stages for 3,500 years – the Praedidor Kingdom, Old Kingdom, Hilon Empire,
Sogia Dynasty, New Kingdom, and Dawn Empire. The Galactic Empire was recognized as a
continuous state in what is now dubbed year one of the Imperial Era (1 IE or 1 IY). Time before
IE is typically referred to as Pre-Empire (such as 100 PE or PY).The Empire reached its greatest
extent around 800 IE when it incorporated the Pebian Hegemony. However, it was soon racked
with civil wars and dissent, with periods of stability interspersed with strife.



Key Historical Timeline Events100M – 3 Billion PE Earliest development of intelligent life500,000
PE Estimated timeframe the dispersion or the seeding of humans400,000-500,000 PE Earliest
archaeological evidence of modern humans10,000 PE Earliest archaeological evidence of
continuous human habitation5000 PE First primitive empires controlling multiple star
systems3500 PE Praedidor Kingdom formed3100 PE Old Kingdom formed2950 PE Remnants
of Praedidor Kingdom fall2400 PE Hilon Empire formed1900 PE Sogia Dynasty takes control of
Old Kingdom1300 PE New Kingdom supersedes Sogia Dynasty; conquers parts of Hilon
Empire550 PE Dawn Empire formed from remnants of New Kingdom and Hilon Empire1 IE
Galactic Empire formed800 IE Greatest extent of the Galactic Empire876-943 IE Pre-Republic
Wars980-1070 IE Intense period of civil war and dissent in the Galactic Empire983 IE Kremniy
Republic of Worlds officially formed1089 IE Split of Galactic Empire into Empire of the Core and
the Rimward Empire1098-1201 IE Dissolutions wars between Kremniy Republic and Rimward
Empire1212-1213 IE Kremniy-Kingdom War

EmpiresGalactic Empire: The Galactic Empire is a large, but faded empire. At its height it
controlled almost 2,000 star systems and had a population in the tens of trillions. However, with
the limits of interstellar communication, this proved difficult to manage. The Empire was
frequently plagued by internal strife, civil wars, and competing emperors. They usually overcame
these struggles, but a new series of civil wars, coupled with economic problems, caused
massive problems in 980-1070 IE. In this process, they finalized a separation into two part in
1089 IE. This created a Rimward Empire and an Empire of the Core. Many systems on the
peripheries of both empires broke away, joining neighboring governments or declaring
themselves independent. Neighboring powers were quick to take in, or take over, these
breakaways and gain power relative to the Empires. Both parts of the Empire tried to fight these
breakaways with varying success. The Empire of the Core was able to regain a good portion of
their breakaway systems, but the Rimward Empire’s focus and powers were more completely
consumed by internal strife. Only a few of the breakaways were brought to heel and the
departures encouraged more departures. The two separate empires maintain a non-aggression
pact but are not allies. They are separated, in areas, by small breakaway systems or
kingdoms.Rimward Empire (aka Remnants of Empire): The Rimward portions of the Galactic
Empire after it split and many peripheral systems broke away. At present, the Rimward Empire
truly controls fewer than 400 star systems, though it claims hundreds more. Internal strife and
economic turmoil continue so its efforts are usually focused inwards. Given it’s greatly reduced
status, it is often referred too derisively as the “Remnants of Empire” or “Rump Empire.” Though
it has been quiet for over a decade, it is rumored that things within the Empire are settling down
and that they might make efforts to expand. Their Navy remains quite powerful though it is widely
scattered.The current emperor, Micon the IV, is rumored to be benevolent, but far out of his
depth, with conniving counselors running things as they see fit. Rumor has it that a cabal of
these counselors is plotting an offensive to reclaim lost systems.Empire of the Core: The



Coreward portions of the Galactic Empire after it split and many peripheral systems broke away.
At present, the Empire of the Core controls some 500 star systems and claims about 100 more.
The Empire of the Core is generally more stable than the Rimward Empire, with less internal
strife and economic turmoil. They have had somewhat more success in reconquering, or
reintegrating, some breakaway systems, However, they have arguably more powerful enemies
on their borders than the Rimward Empire. These include the large Kazar Khanate, as well as
some smaller empires. Like their Rimward sister empire, their Navy remains quite powerful but is
also widely scattered.Their current emperor, Heraclius Zeno II, is aggressive and capable. He
has clearly stated his intention of reclaiming more breakaway systems.Kremniy Republic of
Worlds (KRW): A loose republic claiming approximately 250-star systems and a half trillion
people. Many of its 250-star systems are either thinly populated colonies or are completely
unpopulated and undeveloped. Therefore, it has just under 100 member worlds with diverse
populations, economies, and governmental systems. The KRW is a constitutional republic run by
a President and the Senate. Given the time and distances involved in communicating between
the capital, each senator has two vice senators to assist on duties on either the capital or their
homeworld. The capital is located on Krax, close to the geographic center of the growing
Republic.Humans make up the primary inhabitants of the KRW, but there are several intelligent
alien species represented within the KRW or its neighbors. These include multiple variations on
the general human layout, but with divergent genes, appearances, and optimal light, height, and
temperature ranges; Canids - bipedal humanoids descended from canine stock; Cetas – semi-
aquatic mammals created in ancient times by enhancing intelligence in sea mammals; Reptoids
- Bipedal humanoids descended from small dinosaur descendants; and others.Humans have
continuously populated portions for what is now the KRW since around 690 IE. The first multi-
system governments within the KRW developed around 830 IE. Several of these pre-cursor
kingdoms fought wars, collectively known as the Pre-Republic Wars between 876 – 943 IE. The
KRW was officially formed in 983 IE. It then slowly expanded include some of these independent
states as well as unoccupied systems.Portions of the KRW are former systems of the Interstellar
Empire. When the Empire was rocked by civil war and severe economic and communications
disruption and later broke in two, quite a few peripheral star systems broke away. Some of these
breakaway systems joined the KRW between 1030 - 1201 IE. This led to several border wars
with the Rimward Empire (see Dissolution Wars) but the Empire couldn’t concentrate enough
power to take most of them back and most have been fully integrated into the KRW.The KRW is
bordered by the Rimward Empire, The Ten Kingdoms, the Federation of Independent States, a
variety of other independent states, and an area of very sparse star systems known as “the
Vast.”Independent States: Formerly called the Federation of Independent States. They are a
loose federation made up of a few dozen populated planetary systems spread over an area
slightly larger than a sector. This includes claim to uninhabited systems in between their
populated worlds. In total, they have a population of about twenty billion people. Each world has
its own government, but all are some form of republic or direct democracy. Each world enjoys



broad autonomy, with the federation government primarily focused on trade, defense, and
diplomacy with other governments. They border the Kremniy Republic, the Ten Kingdoms, some
small, individual planetary systems, and a portion of the area known as the Vast.The
Independent States are on generally good terms with the Kremniy Republic but have had some
border skirmishes with the Ten Kingdoms. They have made it quite clear that they value their
freedom and would resist being absorbed by their larger neighbors.Ten Kingdoms: The Ten
Kingdoms is an oligarchy of approximately fifty star systems in ten subordinate kingdoms. Each
of these ten monarchs sits on an Oligarchs Council that decides on issues of general interest.
Most of the kingdoms control more than one star system and they are conscious of internal
borders between kingdoms. The Ten Kingdoms formed as a single body in 965 IE as a way to
end the previously common warfare between the kingdoms and to wield power more broadly.
They border the Kremniy Republic, the Federation of Independent States, the Rimward Empire,
and several smaller kingdoms.Since forming the oligarchy, the Ten Kingdoms have proven
aggressive, fighting in border disputes with virtually all of their neighbors.Aluderus
Confederation: A tight-knit confederation of five systems in the Aluderus Sector. Though not
vehemently xenophobic, they are not overly welcoming of outsiders and keep diplomatic
connections to a minimum.Ezox Federation: A small federation of several systems in the
Verravroge Sector. They sent a single ship to participate in the Irapce System Defense Exercise
that Mantis participated in. The Captain of this ship, Marshall Pombo was loud, irritating and
disliked the Mantis’ participation. (3)Kingdom of Eamedora: A kingdom consisting of several
systems in the Orrarra Sector. They sent a small force to participate in the Irapce System
Defense Exercise that Mantis participated in and they proved both cooperative and capable. Its
people are a subspecies of human who tend to be almost 2.5 meters tall, with lithe bodies and
coppery-red skin. (3)Shebatha Region: A region of space claimed by ancient and powerful
Shebatha race. They have repeatedly stated that they will tolerate no visitors, wish no contact of
any time, and will exact vengeance for any intrusion. (4,5)The Shebatha Region

The book by Jim Henderson has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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